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any error in the process will halt the bootloader and either make the radio unusable or the
bootloader damaged. once the bootloader is updated ( as in the new software gets loaded into the
memory), it will perform a secure internet connection, upload the new software, and replace the

latest software file on the rom. the net connection will be done via the secure connection established
during the initial bootup process. with classic mx500 software you have access to the powerful
flexitrack™ ability to save the position of each cart, so you don't have to navigate back to the

previous tracking position. track location of any cart, even offline. get to the next stop quickly with
flexistop™. easily set a stop position without setting up a route. track routes using flexiroute.

flexitrack, flexistop and flexiroute enable you to move throughout your fleet in an easy-to-use, time-
saving system. distance: a high resolution display shows the distance to the next location/station in

an easy-to-read, easy-to-see display. 200 points per screen-line. shows 1 screen-line at 1 mile.
calculate rate: calculate trip time; stops taken on the display; navigate/set-point. mileage is

calculated using an odometer in addition to the distance being displayed. mileage is displayed in ten
minute increments. mileage or time measure: choose between miles or time measure display. use
the adjustable time-stop which shows the time remaining until the next stop or the next station.

quickly navigate to the next station and display a reminder for the next stop. lag: lags can be set to
be displayed automatically on the distance readout. or, lag can be set not to be displayed at all. lag
can be set between one to ten miles and then reset. recalculate trk: calculate and recalculate trip
details. you can also tell the system to recalculate trip details at the end of a route. auto-decline:

make the flexitrack system decline and limit stops automatically at a higher level. auto-decline is set
to allow the system to decline stops at a higher level (easier/faster trip for the driver) and to not
decline stops at a lower level (better for the cart's safety and driver's driving ability). reminder

alarm: set a time-limit reminder alarm for scheduled stops so you never forget where you are going.
the time-limit alarm displays the time remaining until the next stop. reminder: set a time-limit

reminder alarm for scheduled stops so you never forget where you are going. meeting alert: whether
you're traveling to a meeting, need to avoid an intersection, or see an accident ahead you can set a
location to the display so you always know where you are going. the system will remind you of the

upcoming location when it is time to turn or stop. absorb rate (vehicle): in order to keep your
flexitrack system working, don't block the wheels and travel in the best path to get maximum

acceleration. the absorb rate test uses the best truck path to find a best correction setting. cellnet
flash: you can program your system by using the flash memory, which is the same type as the

system uses. the flash memory uses the same network as the flexitrack system, allowing the cart to
see its position and stop information simultaneously. cellnet flash lets you program your flexitrack
system with outstanding accuracy. custom cart manufacturing: custom carts can be manufactured
quickly and easily using cellular phone technology. cellnet flash is a cellular networking protocol for

programming the cart's gps and watch.
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